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In Feb 2015, Yale hosted the first annual

ESC with +100 students from the U.S.

and Europe. That same month, a think

tank under the name 'European

Horizons' was created by the conference

leadership

In May 2015, the Review of European

and Transatlantic Affairs issued its first

edition and was offered through the

New York Public Library, the European

Parliament Library and the Yale Law

Library, among others

In Sep 2015, European Horizons

gathered its chapter presidents at the

first Leadership Retreat in New York

In 2016, European Horizons expanded

into Europe with the first chapter at the

Autonomous University of Barcelona

In April 2016, The German Marshall Fund

hosted the first Security Spring Forum in

Washington D.C.

In November 2016, College of Europe

organized the first Transatlantic Digital

Economy Summit (DEYS) in Bruges,

Brussels

To the European Horizons Community:

It has been five years since we gathered 100 students from the U.S. and Europe at the

first European Student Conference (ESC) at Yale University. It has been five years since

we partnered with the European Commission to give a voice to the youth by designing

policy ideas, putting forward academic research and liaising with politicians and

governments. It has been five years since we started building our European Horizons

network around the world, now spanning 3 continents, 20 countries, 60 chapters and

1100 members.
 

It has been five years. 
 

As we celebrate our 5th year anniversary, we would like to walk you through the birth

and rise of our collective project:



 

These are only a few of our collective successes over the past 5 years. It is thanks to

the passion and potential of each and every member, past and present, that this

organization has been able to expand and have an impact on our governments and our

communities. Since 2015, the youth has been forging partnerships, developing ideas,

and strengthening friendships with the desire to make the European Union more

resilient and united. Especially in this time of 'international nationalism', we stand ever

stronger to defend pluralist politics by joining forces.

 

When we first joined forces (Igor Mitschka, Melina Sánchez, Olga Karnas and Paul

Linden-Retek) on a regular afternoon at Yale's dining hall, we never thought that there

would be so many citizens, young and old, that believed in our same ideals. Now, it is

clear to us: fighting for a more inclusive and prosperous European and transatlantic

future will require leaders that make the political system responsive to the needs and

voices of all its constituents. And European Horizons is perfectly positioned to bring

those leaders to light.

 

This is only the start.

 

Thank you to all our European Horizons members and alumni, advisors, sponsors,

partners, and stakeholders for believing in us.

Sincerely,

 
 
 
MELINA SÁNCHEZ MONTAÑÉS                                 IGOR MITSCHKA
CO-FOUNDER AND CHAIR                                          CO-FOUNDER

In May 2019, the first European

Horizons member ran for a seat in the

European Parliament elections

In October 2019, the ASKO Foundation

partnered with European Horizons to

publish a joint book: "How can digital

technologies build a more integrated

Europe?"

In 2018, European Horizons created the

IDEAS Blog, a forum for our members to

write op-eds on current European and

transatlantic issues

In 2017, European Horizons expanded

into Asia with its first chapter at the

National Taiwan University


